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ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS

lTime : 3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A
(Maximum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer c/l questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. What is barrier potential in a diode ?

2. Write the biasing condition of the tansistor when working as an amplifier.

3. Give the Peak inverse voltage of Bridge rectifier.

4. Name the multivibrator which has no stable state.

5' Name the oscillator having two capacitor and one inductor in tank circuit. 
(5x2: l0)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

I Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. With neat sketch explain the forward biasing of a diode.

2. Write any three application of a zaner diode and explain any one of them.

3. Explain the working of a rectifier having ripple factor 0.48 with minimum number
of diodes and draw the waveforms.

4. Explain positive feedback.

5. What are the essentials of a tansistor oscillator ?

6. Write short note on :

(i) Drift current (ii) Diffision cwrent (iii) Ripple factor

7. Write any three application of schimitt figger. (5x6 = 30)

[23e (b)] [r.r.o.
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PART -C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one flrll question from each unit' Each full question carries 15 marks')

UNtr - I

(a) Explain how the material of a diode can be found out from the characteristics

with neat sketches.

(b) Explain dc load line of transistor with neat sketch'

On

(a) Explain cofilmon collector configuration with neat skerch'

@) Explain the construction of bipolar jmction tramistor'

UNII - 
II

V (a) Explain the working of a rectifier with output voltage +15V'

(b) Explain translstor senes voltage regulator with neat sketch'

On

(a) Explain a rectifier having four diodes with lt filter and draw the waveforms'

@) Explain the working ot a biased and inbiased positive clipper with neat sketch'

Urrr - III

(a) Explain classification of power amplifier based on period of conduction with

waveforms.

(b) Explain single stage ffansformer coupled amplifier with neat sketch'

On

(a) Explain complementary syffnety pushpull power amplifier with neat sketch'

(b) Draw and explain frequency response cuwe of an amplifier

UNrr - IV

(a) Explain the working bistable multivibrator with neat sketch'

ft) Explain the working of crystal oscillator with figwe'

On

(a) Explain the working of tr.rned collector oscillator with figure'

(b) Explain monostable multivibrator using 555 timer'

Marks
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